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Kingrey parts from
Senate V.P. post
John Kingrey, (Sr.
Rochester) Student Senate Vice
President since last spring,
declared his resignation at the
Monday afternoon meeting of
the Student Senate.

served on the Parking
Committee, the Publicity
Committee, a n d the
subcommittee of the Council on
Curriculum and Instruction
which is investigating the
degree program at MSC.

Kingrey has accepted an
internship at the ConstanceHe expressed his hope in a
Baltman-Wilson Center in statement read to the Senators,
Fairbault, Minn.
that the Senate would choose
successors to those committees
During his term as Student he served on but expressed his
Senate Vice President, Kingrey desire to continue working with

MSCSA since he will still be a
full time student.
He also
appealed to the Senators to
unite together and face the
challenges before them.

According to Kingrey, the
Student Senate must organize
itself and work for the
strengthening of MSCSA, the
defeat of the proposed tuition Student Senate Vice President John Kingery announced his
increase as well as other resignation at the student senate meeting Monday. Photo by Dave
important student affairs.
Benning.

constitution nears
all-college vote
By Paula Dammel

president must meet to settle
any difficulties in a proposed
new college assembly.
The committees are
important, Dr. Hanson
emphasized, because it is vital
to h a v e a l l b o d i e s
equally represented.

A new Moorhead State
College Constitution should be
ready for an all-college vote
sometime after the first of next
year according to Dr. Robert
Hanson, vice president of
academic affairs.
In the
summer of 1971, the State
Dr. Hanson said that the Jan.
Chancellor Mitau at Friday's press conference. Photo by Dave College Board adopted new 1 deadline is hard to meet
r e g u l a t i o n s r e q u i r i n g because of the difficulty in
Benning.
Minnesota State Colleges to convening and said that the
write new constitutions that president, according to his set
hopefully would result in responsibility, decides when the
greater student and faculty constitution is ready for a vote.
p
articipation in college
(3)
Reduced
tuition
for
all
By Steve Webber
government.
First, a draft must be
November 20, Chancellor G. groups across the board.
(4) Free tuition foi disabled
The nearly all-new committee completed and submitted to all
Theodore Mitau announced that
of representatives working on three senates for hearings. The
167 faculty members from veterans.
(5) Free tuitic ^or orphaned the proposed new constitution suggested changes must be
within the state college system
has caused a delay. However, c o n s i d e r e d b y t h e d r a f t
would be forced to resign as a wards.
(6)
Tuition
for
veterans
who
Dr.
Hanson describes the delay committee, and MSC President
result of the enrollment
have already used up their GI as beneficial in the sense that it Roland Dille must consider the
decrease.
Bill.
has provided extra time for the c h a n g e s b a s e d o n t h e s e
(7) A differentiation between committee.
suggestions. Votes will then be
The following week at a press
In explaining that the powers cast by all three groups, with
conference at Moorhead State graduate and undergraduate
of state college presidents are the requirement that the
Mitau outlined his reasons for tuition.
set by law and by the rules of majority of votes support the
the cuts and suggested possible
Mitau explained that since the State College Board, Dr. proposed constitution. Then the
avenues open to the legislature
f o r r e d u c i n g t u i t i o n a n d MSC had the lower percentages Hanson emphasized that within p r e s i d e n t s u b m i t s t h e
increasing student populations. of enrollment drop, they would the limits imposed by these constitution to the State College
only be expected to reduce their rules, the constitution in its new Board for approval. If one or
form will recognize the rights more of the groups on campus
According to President Dille, faculty proportionately.
and responsibilities of the vetoes it, the president asks the
the number of faculty that
He praised Dille for his wise students and staff to a greater draft committee to consider
would be released from MSC
further changes. Finally, there
l e a d e r s h i p a n d e s p e c i a l l y degree.
would be approximately 35.
commended him for halting the
further construction of
The Student Senate will be
Since the faculty cuts result dormitories.
recognized as the principal
from the drop in enrollment,
governing body and agency for
one possible answer was to
News
The people at MSC have a student participation.
lower tuition.
unique situation, Mitau said, in
Action on student evaluation
that they are able to participate Much policy is being developed of faculty is again renewed by
In a letter to the Higher in a common market system along these lines by the committee planning by the
E d u c a t i o n C o o r d i n a t i n g with Concordia and North committee, which is composed Student Senate. Story on page
Committee, Mitau described Dakota State University.
of members from the four 5.
the following programs that
components involved: students
would increase the possibilities
What the colleges throughout s t u d e n t s ,
f a c u l t y Feature
Feature writer Karl Xavier
of students attending colleges: the system have to accomplish, administration and civil service
III explores the rumor that Kise
Mitau explained, is a change in staff.
Commons Food Service
(1) Special scholarships for the type of program budgeting
students who reside in the that they employ. We must talk
In case of a disagreement secretly seasoned the food with
dormitories.
in terms of student services among the three representative salt peter to reduce the sex
(2) Money for students who rather than faculty student senates, a member from each drive of the students. Story on
reside in urban areas.
body the vice presidents and the page 8.
ratios.

MSC may lose 35 faculty

is a second all-college vote, the
president makes the changes he
considers necessary and it
returns to the college board for
approval.
No one segment on campus
has veto power, nor does the
recommendation of any one
group have more influence with
the president. A majority vote
is required to pass the
constitution; if less than ten per
cent of any one group fails to
vote, the president can call for a
second election. If this also fails
to draw at least ten per cent of
the voters, the president can
ignore the proposed
constitution.
A few points that Dr. Hanson
wished to make clear are that if
fewer than ten per cent of the
students vote, there will be no
new constitution and in effect
the other two components will
be making all decisions. The
same, of course, is true if less
than ten per cent of either of the
others vote. The students and
staff will have more input into
decision making by virtue of the
fact that the responsibilities of
the students will be more
clearly defined, and the civil
Continued on Page 20

Avocate leads
Sports
Double trouble for Dragon
opponents, is the slant that the
'72 Garland wrestling
contingent has to offer. Story on
Page 17.

Entertainment
Advocate movie critic Phil
Hilker delves into the real
meaning behind that hideous
movie, "Reefer Madness".
Story on page 12.

For College Men
Who Think They Can Fly,
And Are Willing To Find Out For Sure
Seniors & Graduates

Officer
Candidate
Class
Air

No on-campus training •After college graduation,
candidates attend Officer Candidates School,
Quantico, Virginia for 12 weeks (Pay is $384.60
per month as an officer candidate) •Upon
commission all Aviation officers report to flight
school at Pensacola, Florida for jet or helicopter
training.

As A Marine Corps Pilot
*

Starting Pay $9,874.56
After 4 Years $16,324.54

Ask A Marine About Leadership . . .
And Learn Something About Yourself

Marine Corps Officer Selection Team
will be on campus Dec. 8 in Owens
Hall from 9:00 - 4:00.
HAVMC 7120 (Rev. 2-72)
PCN 103 011992 00

The Marines
are looking for
£

a

*ew good men

MSCSA meet here,starts opposition moves against'""
tution hikes, non-conference games, bookstore profits
Support of the concept of a
limitation on non-conference
athletic events, a drafting of
tuition policy statement, and a
recommendation to lower
system-wide bookstore profit
margins highlighted the Dec. 12 meeting of the Minnesota
State College Student
Association held at Moorhead
State College.
Bemidji State College Senate
President, Chick Conway,

introduced a motion calling on
members of Student Activity
Fund Committees, Athletic
Committees, the Chancellor,
and the Presidents of each
college to attempt to implement
a 250 mile limit on nonconference athletic games.
Conway questioned the real
value of athletic events so far
away from state colleges that
no students could view them.
During the following heated

debate, Conway stressed that
"in a period of declining student
activity funds we cannot afford
to send jocks all over the
country." One serious objection
raised was that the motion
would hamper some intrastate
games between the colleges.

represents the first step taken
by MSCSA to contest the
proposed tuition increase,
Follow-up action will include
specific tuition policy guidelines
and a full-fledged lobbying
effort.

MSCSA adopted a motion
calling on Chancellor G. T.
Mitau to recommend a systemwide lowering of bookstore
profit margins.
The
organization also called on the
Wohlwend expressed a desire
local senates to work towards to meet the electorate and
this goal on their individual stated that "my door is always
campuses.
open." Sillers pointed out that
students are now in a position to
In other business, MSCSA "go and demand" from the
established a task force to study legislature since they were
t h e d i s c r e p a n c y i n f u n d i n g instrumental in electing both a
between men's and women's liberal House and Senate.
intercolligate athletics.
The Sillers pointed out the the
task force will present its education budget will be closely
recommendations by March, scrutinized in the legislature.
1973.
Although faced with a deficit in
the budget, Sillers came out
The organization also against any increase in tuition
directed President Jan Nelson as a means of generating
(sr-SW) to investigate the $10.00 additional revenue,
placement office fee and to The nexr MSCSA meeting is
report back in January.
scheduled January 12-13 at
Mankato.

MSCSA drafted a letter
opposing any further increase
in tuition. The letter will be sent
to key legislators and

locked up? try an individualized major
Are you a Moorhead State
o ege Student who is having
rouble deciding on a major?
Or, are you a student who is
locked into a major program
which requires courses outside
your area ol interest? Or do you
jj.k® cei^ain aspects of many
different majors?

HIBISCUS $350
TO 1250
WEDDING RING 200

ENCHANTING
Enchanting moments are
reflected forever in the
brilliance and beauty of a
Keepsake diamond ring.
Your very own, enchanting
Keepsake now awaits you.
T

R E G I S T E R E D

Keepsako
DIAMOND

R I N G S

A beautiful gift with
each engagement ring
purchased.

Wimmer's
Jewelry
410MAIN, FARGO
232-2000
OPEN MONDAY &
THURSDAY TILL 9:00 P.M.

If you can answer yes to any
of these questions, then you
might be interested in a new
curriculum reform at MSC, the
individualized major,
The new major differs from
traditional majors because it
allows students who are
dissatisfied with the majors in
the catalog to design their own
with the help of a faculty
advisor.
Under the new program, a
student is free to select any
courses without being locked
into numerous requirements
from the catalog. The new
program also provides many
opportunities
for
multidisciplinary learning.
The only requirements tor tne
new major are a minimum of 70
credits in the individualized
major of which 30 must be from
a single discipline; at least 70
credits must be earned in upper
division courses; and general
studies requirements must be
met.
The new major, developed by
the General Studies Committee
and brainchild of Dr. Robert
Hanson, vice president of
Academic affairs, is being
received favoraby by the
college community.
Dr. Charles E.P. Simmons,
dean of the Faculties of the
Social and Behaviroral
Sciences, mirrors the feelings of
many faculty and students
when he calls the new degree
"revolutionary," in that "it
takes students out of their boxes
a n d r e d u c e s t h e
compartmentalization of
knowledge, thus breaking down
the
programmed-robot
approach to learning."

LAMP LITE
LOUNGE
HOLIDAY MALL
MOORHEAD, MINN.

FEATURES

SWING, INC. In A

JAZZ SESSION
• OWEN CLARK—DRUMS
• JIM WRAY—PIANO
• DALE WAGGANER— BASE

SATURDAYS—4 - 7 P.M
STUDENTS WELCOME

Dr. Simmons favors the
multi-disciplinary approach to
learning because he feels "the
mind shrivels if it only has
k n o w l e d g e
o f
one department." He adds,
"The scientist puts on blinders
if he only knows science;
the historian puts on blinders if
he only knows history. The new
program widens our vision and
brings us back to what learning
should be."
Another proponent of the new
program, Dr. David Flint,
chairman of the Political
Science Department, maintains
that if enough students take
advantage of the new major, it
can be used as a tool for
evaluating faculty.
With the required number of
courses greatly reduced, those
enrolled in their classes would
enrolled in their classeswould
be forced to examine their
materials and presentation
styles for ways to attract larger
number of students.
Lois Selberg, coordinator of
Special Projects, said there is a
growing interest in the
program. "Approximately fifty
students have individualized
majors, and many student are
using their individualized major
as a second major," she added.
. Although the program is only
in its first full year of exist
ence, students have currently
adopted individualized majors
in environmental studies, law
enforcement, collge union
programming operations,
humanistic psychology, student
personnel services, minority
group studies, intercultural
relations, pre-medicine, pre
nrelaw, humanities, and 'ethnic
area studies.

student checks

QyQj|o|>|0 J>V ITIOil
'
Student employees who
expect to receive their
paychecks on Dec. 22 may make
arrangements to receive their
checks through the mail at their
homes.
In order to do so, students
must leave a stamped selfaddressed envelope with
Rosalie Hauser in the Business
office of Owns Hall.
Envelopes must be received
by Tuesday, Dec. 19 or the
checks will be held at the
business office until after the
holiday break.
CORRECTIONS...
Dr. Roland Dille became the
president of Moorhead
State College in September,
1968. Last week, the Advocate
said Dille was in his tenth year
of office. The words "tenure"
and "ten years" were
m^staKably interchanged
Last week the Advocate also
mistakingly referred to Bemidji
^College's newspaper, the
Northern Student, as the
Northern Exponent.
e^§bth

Love Sign
A magnificent Keepsake
ring, set with a beautiful,
brilliant, perfect diamond
to reflect your love .

Wood's Package Store
-1552 M a i n A v e . F a r g o
Cold Kegs

President Dille, State
Representative Neil Wohlwend,
and State Senator Doug Sillers
spoke at a luncheon during the
second day of business,
President Dille stated that
MSCSA has "come a long way."
He also stressed the
importance of contacting the
state legislators when working
for legislation favorable toward
the state college system,

HAS FREE ICE AND
FRONT DOOR PARKING

Keepsake'
REGISTERED ,DIAMOND

235-2221

FOR THOSE UNUSUAL
CHRISTMAS GIFTS

WEST ACRES
KEEPSAKE

B-J's GENERAL STORE

CENTER

1115 2nd Ave., Fargo, N. Dak.

RmifN enlarged fo «how detail Trade-Mark R«-

DAKOTA BOOK EXCHANGE
• HARDCOVERS

R I N G S

• PAPERBACKS

M.razlNES
• MAGAZINES

"Mosf Complete Selection in the Red River Valley"
. c
Open 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

STOP-SWAP-SHOP

ERNEST E. CAMPBELL, Proprietor

5 South 8th St. — Fargo

232-9843
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At the beginning of this academic year it was announced
that this college would probably lose between 20 and 25
members of its faculty. President Dille now says that
figure may reach 35.
Needless to say, such a predicament could have lead to a
damaging dissention among certain segments on this
campus.
But it hasn't. And it appears it won't.
A constructive spirit seems to have set in. A scholarship
fund drive named "Dollars for Scholars" has been started
in an attempt to increase future enrollment and thereby
halt any future faculty loses.
The goal is to raise at least $100,000 according to R. S.
Gilderhaus, general drive chairman.
Gilderhaus
represents the MSC Foundation which is planning the over
all effort.
Dr. Clarence Glasrud, chairman of the Faculty Senate
and general chairman of the faculty and administration
solicitation for "Dollars for Scholars", said it is too late to
stop the announced faculty loses this year. But he said the
drive will hopefully stop the "demoralizing effects of this
year's enrollment decline."

Hopefully "Dollars for Scholars" will raise enough
monev to grant 350 scholarships to exceptional and de
serving students. It is hoped the students who are granted
the scholarships will produce an even greater enrollment by
encouraging others to attend MSC.
Basically, the project will involve donations from faculty
members, administrators, civil servants, alumni and
community businessmen.
It is anticipated that a
substantial grant will be given to MSC from a national
foundation, thus adding to the scholarship fund. Steps are
now being taken to obtain some kind of student input,
hopefully through the efforts of the Student Senate and
other student leaders.
Although such a drive is by no means the answer to the
difficulties now facing the State College System, it is one
positive approach to counter attack this year's problems.
"Dollars for Scholars" reflects the appreciation among
many individuals who are deeply concerned with the future
of this college and have begun to demonstrate it.
Hopefully, everyone connected with MSC will cooperate
with the drive and help contribute to its good cause.

to the editor
about that editorial
To The Editor:
The major point of last week's
Advocate editorial was both
eminently correct and
heartening to many in the
present situation.

advocate
The Moorhead State College Advocate is published weekly by Moorhead
State College, Moorhead, Minn., during the academic year, except during
quarter breaks and vacation periods. Opinions expressed herein are not
necessarily those of the college administration, faculty or student body.
Editorial offices are located on the ground floor, northside, Comstock
Memorial Student Union. Phone numbers are 236-2551 and 2552. The
Advocate is printed by Lakes Publishing Co., Detroit Lakes, Minn., and
printed in Hawley, Minn.
Before it can be considered for publication, any story or feature material
turned into The Advocate must be: a) typewritten on one side of paper only,
b) with typewritten lines 65 spaces wide and c) double spaced between lines.
Both an original and a carbon copy must be turned in. Noon the Monday
before is the deadline for material to be published Thursdav of that week.
Persons submitting letters-to-the editor should limit them to 300 words or
less.
Steve Bond
Editor
Steve Webber
Associate Editor
Webb White
Business & Advertising Manager
Don Haagenson
Photo Editor
Ryan Bakken
Sports Editor
Julie Henderson
Arts& Entertainment Editor
Ron Wood
Layout Consultant
Advertising Staff
Circulation

Nancy Bond, Jetendra Patel, Ron Wood
MSC Circle K Chapter and Roger Hunt

Staff members: Barbara Allen, John Bakke, Gail Bancroft, Donna Bart,
Lynne Bell, Dave Benning, Carol Braun, Gayle Cossette, Libby Crider, Paula
Dammel, Jean Farrand, Linda Flacksbarth, Jan Fredrickson, Wayne
Gudmundson, Kurt Hegland, Phil Hilker, Chuck Holm, Roger Hunt, Mark
Jackson, John Kingrey, Debbie Kirschbaum, Lynn Matsler, Karen Nelson,
Rick Olmstead, Mary Runck. Joette Schneider, Peg Shea, Calvin Singleton!
Debbie Smith, Kim Snyder, Dave Sonju, Sandy Steger, Dave Strauss, Jeff
Tiedeman, Tom Toflefson, Michelle VanBeek, Jan Westra, Craig Wilson,
Karl Xavier, Mary Ann Young.

Certainly state colleges
have supporters in the
legislature and among the
public at large, friends who
expect more from the colleges
than does the Chancellor.
We have friends who know
that there is more than one kind
of service that we in the colleges
render to the
community.
These people support not only
quantitative skills, careeroriented courses, practical
innovations. They also look to
us for value-judgment,
qualitative inquiry, liberal arts,
scientific method. They expect
us to be "hubs" of historical
memory, art stic expression,
poetic and lyric imagination,
philosophical and scientific
precision, "hubs" of caring for
people with psychological and
sociological insight as well as
good intentions. They want us
to explore and expound the
human worth of specialized
skills, to portray and incarnate
that democracy of worthy labor
which mechanic, theologian and
theoretical physicist share in
common. There is more than
one kind of service for us to
render, for we deal not only with
nuts and bolts. As yet, we all
remain people.

Second, this qualitative and
humane service can extend its
public support. The Chancellor
is an "action man" who prides
himself on getting things done.
If he wills to encourage public
and legislative support of
liberal arts and pure sciencies,
if he determines to advocate in
the public arena the qualitative
and humane servics
ofeducation, he can find the
ways to do so. Othes may be less
active and more inclined to
quiet thought. Yet, their will to
act is also being stirred by the
demonstrated need to support
education's most essential
service to people as people (and
not merely to people as
technicians or producers).
Let it be clear, then, where
that "cannibalism" is, to which
the Chancellor referred. 2,600
years ago a man named Micah
saw "rulers" who were
devouring their own people
because of their self-serving
ambition. Educators are
cannibals when, like Micah's
priets, they teach "for hire"
whatever satisfies myopic
momentary felt needs, and
wheneer, like Micah's prophets,
they speak of "peace" if it is to
their advantage, "but declare
war against him who puts
nothing into their mouths."
Characteristic of Micah's
cannibals and ours is, further,
that false sense of power and
overweening ego that protests
to every criticism: "Is not the
Lord in the midst of us? No evil
shall come upon us."

This writer does not speak on
his own
authority. Among
others, there is the
internationally respected New
Testament scholar from
Germany, Professor Dr. Ernst
Kaesemann, who this
September referred to the
emergency of institutions in the
modern world: "But their
emergency is overshadowed by
the crisis of reason itself, which
everywhere is found to be
subject to and very largely
helpless against the
mechanisms, structures, and
coercions of the economic,
technical, social, and political
facts of life ... The struggle
against stupidity is even more
strenuous and apparently more
hopeless than the struggle
against obvious wickedness,
since it is conducted below the
surface of society and arouses
hostility among the majority of
the people. Without reason and
imagination the earth will sink
back into chaos, humanity will
be lost, and brutality will
forever claim new victims." He
then described ways in which
today "love rejoices in truth."
My contention is that there
are friends of this college both
w i t h i n a n d o u t s i d e the
legislature who long for this
college more and more to be a
"hub" of love that rejoices in
the truth. If we do everything
else, but leave that undone, we
will have failed our primary
mission as a college.
JOHN G. GIBBS

wm
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more letters

come up
and see me
sometime

increase against the
wants of the people
To The Editor:
I have to take exception with
your headline, article, and
President Roland Dille,
concerning the tuition increase.
It is a shame that President
Dille should be so pessimistic
and untrusting of the
democratic ideals of the state of
Minnesota. He is "almost
certain" of a tuition increase. I
To The Editor:
was always under the
impression that the state
were
I would like to compliment l e g i s l a t o r s
The Advocate on last week's representatives of the people
feature on poet Tom McGrath. and somewhat responsive to the
The photo spread was of desires and protests of the
people. If the people do not
excellence.
Daniel Agar want the tuition increase, they
do not deserve to get it.
^ Compliment Advocate President Dille at that same
p h o t o g r a p h e r W a y n e meeting was very emphatically
against the t uition increase. He
Gudmundson.
knows that this college cannot
afford to lose any more
students. The students can't
afford any increase in costs
which is obvious. The parents of
state college students can't
afford it either. This brings up
the question, who is for the
increase?

good job

To The Editor:

rationed off for higher
education in the state pay for 30
per cent of the private school's
cost, they would receive more if
tuition were increased. In fact,
through some very heavy
lobbying on their part,they are
going to receive an increase of
funds to pay for 35 per cent of
their costs if the tuition
increase goes through. In other
words, a little bit of the increase
in tuition will go to the state
colleges, who need it, and a very
large portion will go to the
private schools.

In the recent student senate
elections I was elected as a
senator-at-large. To me this
means that I'm representing
the students in general and to
effectively represent someone I
have to and want to know where
his head is at.
In the past, the chain of
communication between the
senate and the students leaves
much to be desired. Plans are
being made to improve this for
the on-campus people by senate
attendance at floor meetings,
but we can't get to the offcampus people unless they
contact us first.

The action that can be taken
to thwart this increase is for all
students and, most importantly,
their parents to write, wire or
phone their state
representatives and senators
that the tuition increase is
against the wants of the people.
Explain to your parents that it
is benefiting primarily the
private schools and hurting
your pocket book and theirs.

The purpose of this letter isn't
alot of rhetorical bullshit; the
purpose is to urge you to come
up to the senate office and talk
to any one of us. My office
hours are Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday between 2 and 3
p.m.
If you can't make these times
and you would like to talk to me,
call me at home — 233-5365.
Sincerely,
Senator Jan Westra

I would be more than happy to
discuss this issue with any
students, faculty, or
The answer to this question, is administrators. Please contact
the private colleges throughout me at KMSC Radio, 236-2115.
PHIL OSWALD
the state. Since the monies

thanks John, we'll miss you
To The Editor,

otherwise to the resignation and
loss of this valuble member of
the Senate. His loss will be felt
immediately, and finding a
somewhat
comparable
replacement will be a difficult,
if not impossible, task.

As most of you are probably
now aware, the MSC Student
Senate and student body
suffered a rremendous loss this
past Monday when Senate Vice
President John B. Kingrey
resigned his position to accept John, to me, was the ideal vicean internship in southern president. He had so many fine
Minnesota during the coming qualities, which the Student
Senate both quickly recognized
weeks.
and took advantage of. Never
It is hard for me. alone with a h e s i t a t i n g , J o h n p l u n g e d
host
of others ( both wholeheartedly into many
senators and non-senators), not areas as he worked to stem the
t n r e a c t e m o t i o n a l l y a n d apathy that he saw as a part of

this campus and its attitude.
John, too, was the Senate's
workhorse and, very probably,
its most dedicated and
respected member. Many
times, John was assigned tasks
ranging from very trivial to
very ugent, and each time John
responded with the same
dedication and purposeful
intent that he became
associated with. All tasks, no
matter how important, were
completed quickly, decisively,
and completely. John
performed these tasks, along

with the duties of his office, m i s s e d , r e m e m b e r e d , a n d
cheerfully and enthusiastically, appreciated.
despite the fact that he was
receiving little thanks or
Many of those he served,
r e c o g n i t i o n a n d n o including many of his Senate
compensation, along with the collegues, stopped Monday, at
time and effort taken away the Senate meeting, to realize
from other endeavors, both his true worth and thank him for
public and personal.
all he was and did.
It is hard to (even
adequately) explain, praise,
and thank John Kingrey for the
role he had in student
government at Moorhead State
College, except to say that it is
c e r t a i n t h a t J o h n will b e

It is my sincere hope that the
MSC Student Body will see fit to
do the same.
Sincerely,
Dave Martin —secretary,
MSC Student Senate

the Advocate
needs a
cartoonist
who needs money.
come in and talk to the editor
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impetus for faculty evaluation renewed

Instead of grading teachers
with letter grades, as they
grade their students, more
departments are turning
toward an essay-type
evaluation of teachers and of
their courses. Students, though,
still are not happy as the
majority of departments still
are not giving them the right to
evaluate as is given them in the
Minn. Reg. SCB 804.

Three years ago school-wide
According to Dr. Clarence
Glasrud, president of the evaluations were begun on a
Faculty Senate, the future for trial basis. Then, on Dec. 8,
t e a c h e r e v a l u a t i o n s i s 1971, the school wide plan was
"extremely bright, it's just a scrapped and departmental
question of the right people evaluations were to have begun.
getting involved and working at
The students of Moorhead
it. We've only just started at
this college. Unfortunately, we State College, still disgruntled
made some mistakes in trying by the inaction of some of the
to make one kind of thing serve departments, are preparing to
act. The Student Senate is
for everything."
forming a committee that will
try and form a systematic
faculty evaluation so that all
departments will have an
evaluation of some sort. The
regulation that gives the
students the right to evaluate
states that "students shall
participate in the following: a)
development of college
regulagions relating to
curriculum the evaluation of
instruction..."

David Strauss, Student
Seriate president, charges that
departments are not following
this ruling.

developed an evaluation in
essay form, according to Dr.
Delmer Hansen, department
chairman.
The students are asked to
discuss characteristics of an
effective teaching
process.
They first evaluate the
instructor of the course. He also
gets the students reaction to
what they think of assignments,
projects and how they react to
teaching techniques.
This process will "place
responsibility on the students;
his idea of a good teacher, then
evaluate the course in the terms
of the instructor," stated Dr.
Hansen. The student has the
option of signing his name.

At the Student Senate meeting
Dec. 4, Dr. Glasrud spoke and
urged all senators to look into
the type of evaluations their
department is using.
It's possible to come up with
something college-wide," said
Glasrud, "but that would have
to be student run. It would not
be evaluation so much as
rating. If the students could get
themselves organized they
could come out with a book
rating courses and instructors
and departments."
One department cited by
After evaluations are
Glasrud for their fine
evaluation program is the complete, the secretary of the
Speech Department. They first department holds them until the
formed a sub-committee who
Continued on Page 20
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233-4639

The
Store

presents a

GALA

CHRISTMAS
CONTEST!
Si
DO YOU WANT TO BE A SUPER PERSON?

Introducing the all new SUPER BOX. Over
$5.00 worth of merchandise for the low, low price
of $.99. This fabulous box is available at
Comstock Memorial Union's own Et Cetera
Shop. Just stop by and ask about the SUPER
BOX and instantly you will become an all new
Super Person.

"Iff you've ever wondered about
babies, you'll want to enter
this contest."

Si

Grand Prize Includes
Lots of Good Albums!
.«•
MORE INFO TO COME!

A pilot is a pilot.
A Naval Flight Officer
is something else.
N O W OPEN
NAVY OFFICER INFORMATION OFFICE
3 r d FLOOR, WHITE DRUG BUILDING
FARGO, NORTH DAKOTA
TELEPHONE: 237-5771 e x t . 5 6 1 9

DAVE'S is your
CHRISTMAS GIFT
CENTERfor:
-+- Gift Certificates
+ Figure and
Hockey Skates
+ Alpine & Cross
Country Skis
+ Racket Bail
+ Reloading
,
+ Camping
(
+ Golf
+ Fishing
+ Basketball
+ Football
+ Tennis
+ Tabe
-fTable Tennis
+ Baseball
+ Rifles
You can trust
Dave's
expert
advice.
Satisfaction
Guaranteed

All items listed abc
10 per cent off w
presentation of tl
Mth

G<><)d

Unti'

°€

531 Broadway, Fargo
Phone 232-001
Weekdays 10 a.m.-9 p.m.
Saturdays 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
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recruiting program started

Anderson, HHH, Bergland and Mondale here
Dec. 13 for conference on rural development
Sena tors Hubert H.
Humphrey and Walter F.
M o n d a l e a n d U . S .
Representative Bob Bergland
will be at Moorhead State
College Wed., Dec. 13, to
participate in Gov. Wendell
Anderson's
Governor's
Conference. Major emphasis of
the conference will focus on the
Rural Development Act of 1972.
The primary purpose, stated
in the act, is to provide jobs and
increased income in rural areas
by encouraging rural
industrialization
and
commercial activity.

The law also makes a major Humphrey, one of the primary
contribution to increasing the Senate authors of the act, will
income of farm families by speak.
making improvement in the
Following the luncheon,
amount and types of farm credit
made available by the Farmers d i s c u s s i o n g r o u p s w i l l
Home Administration. Finally, meet in the Union to familiarize
the law deals with rural rural leaders and community
environment
p r o t e c t i o n , members with specific aspects
housing, fire protection and of the act.
rural development research
The Rural Development Act
and education.
is recognized by the Governor
K e y n o t e s p e a k e r G o v . as a major piece of legislative
Anderson will address the group action for rural development in
at 10 a.m. in the Center for the western Minnesota.
Arts. During the 12:30 p.m.
Four programmed objectives
luncheon at Comstock
M e m o r i a l U n i o n , S e n . ...Continued on Page 20

Moorhead State College
students who are concerned
with the current enrollment
trend now have the opportunity
to help in an attempt to change
that trend.
A core of MSC students is now
being formed, which will work
with admissions councelors in
their hometown high schools to
recruit new students.
The purpose of the program is
to give potential students a
. better insight of college life
outisde of the classroom.
The program is now being
organized by students on a
volunteer basis.
The only
requirements of the students
are an interest in MSC and its

social life, a general knowledge
of MSC's acaddmic programs,
and willingness to devote some
of their time to the program.
One of the prime goals of the
program is to improve
communications between the
college and potential students.
Hopefully by doing this
Moorhead State can let
potential students know that the
college in interested in them.
Students from all fields of
study are welcome.
An
informal meeting will be held
for interested persons on
Tuesday, Dec. 11 at 4 p.m. in the
Student Senate chambers in the
CMU. Those who are interested
but are unable to attend may
call Chuck Holm at 236-3284 .

Fresh Crop
of California
Dried Fruits

Tochi

F Products
C
6

303 ROBERTS ST.
FARGO - 232-7700
A Fine Selection of Natural
Foods, Indian and Oriental
Food.
MANY LOVELY AND
SPECIAL GIFT ITEMS NOW ON SALE!!!

Featuring One Of
Far go's «£ Moor fiend's

Magnavo>

Most Complete

BRONK'S

PACKAGE STORE

Selections Of

LIQUORS - AMERICAN & IMPORT - WINES - BEER

COMPLETE

BEVERAGE CATERING

SERVICE
INCLUDING FREE USE OF
ALL TYPES OF GLASSES - SERVING
BOWLS • PORTABLE BAR

GIFT ITEMS - BAR ACCESSORIES
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED

MAIN & UNIV DR.

SPECIAL PRICES ON
CASE & V4 CASE LOTS

ICE
>/, BLOCK OF FREE PARKING

cALj 235-3122~l

QS

Stereo Component
System Offer!

FARGO

Pre-matched to work in perfect harmonym o d e l E-1000 will not only please your ears... but
your budget, too. Check out these quality features.
Solid-State tuner/amplifier, built-in 8-Track Player,
complete Audio Controls, a full size Automatic Mark I
Player plus two High-Efficiency Speakers and
stereo headphones . . . even a sturdy mobile cart to
roll it all around. See and hear this great value today!

Complete Stereo System
with: Stereo FM/AM
Radio-Phonograph,
8-Track Tape Player,
Headphones and Cart!

$179"

complete
package price

The Largest Music Store
In The Northwest

613 1st Ave., N., Fargo
512 Center Ave., Moorhead

noticed a drop on energy? could be Kise
m o a i c served
a in h
u-i s
By
By Karl
Karl Xavier
Xavier
meals
Salt peter! Has it been used as Philadelphia collegefr'atern
a student sexual deterent? Is The "Phili Freak" wilh suitcase
Kise a pinko-commie plot to and cookbook in hand, rebelled.
destroy a 4.0 g.p.a? Why has hit the streets and organized
Moorhead State College student Slater Food Service. Voila! A
enrollment decreased? Why the college catering service.
slouching posture and moral
.
c
decay among MSC inhabitants?
Some Kise Commons
Is line D a total failure? Is what consumers probably wish "frat
rat
Slater would
you see, what you get?
w o u l d have
have
remained hidden in some east
1926 was the year John Slater coast waterfront wharf, making
became fed up with insufficient him a hopeful victim of an 8-foot
tidal wave, or at least easy prey
for a hungry animal. One can
invision a Kise kid insanely
screaming, "Too bad, too bad!"

business-ed
talks on Monday
The third annual BusinessEducation Dialogue, sponsored
by the Moorhead State College
Foundation with the
cooperation of the Moorhead
Area Chamber of Commerce,
will be conducted from 10:45
a.m. till 1:30 p.m., Monday,
Dec. 11, in the ballroom of
Comstock Memorial Union.
Some 150 area businessmen
and women from the MoorheadFargo area will join with a
hundred or more faculty,
mostly from MSC but with
representation also from the
public schools, Concordia
College, and Moorhead
Vocational Tech, to attempt to
bridge a communications gap
on current issues, according to
Chet Lacy, executive vice
president of the MSC
Foundation.
Students previously active in
these Dialogues and who will be
included an extra Spring
Dialogue are welcome as
observers any time during this
Monday's event as are the
general public and any faculty
members who were unable to
accept the invitation to serve as
active participants, Lacy
announced.
Topics to be discussed in
some 20 "Buzz session" table
groups of faculty and business
representatives include "Is
Growth Desirable?," "Profits:
Their Relationship to Job
Creation and Environmental
Quality" and "The Myth of
Competition."

150-200
ic rnmhprsome
is
cumbersome for everyone or Kise meals. Between 150-20
sti]
when lines
lines are
are not balanced students are employed, and still
have friends.
correctly.
2 qua"e,r C°S' f r " rd and
Iasked studenis if Kise was a
Different meal tickets are
h
»» g0eS'°Alh,e
available to on and off campus main apathy source but most
599 to ARA
students. The on campus stu said they did not know, care or
supply costs, a »1.J1 daily meal dent must eat according to
want to talk.
^"f^are"rated over the d o r m c o n t r a c t , b u t a n o f f
The words of one Kise
federal nutrition requirements^ campus student can buy a Commoner do leave a fellow
normal lunch ticket or a special brothers and sisters tearful
m d l i k e a n y other restaurant
esmblisrnent, Kise must meet one meal ticket.
"WhenIdie,Iknow I'm going to
a„ dt
gtate and federal
Students can work for cash, heaven because I served my
work study, board exemptions time in Kise."
inspection standards.
Recipe orders from
Philidelphia and Manager
Clinton Stacy's eight years
experience decide menu
variety, offering an average of
five different choices per meal.
Special meals can be
arranged for those with diet
hassles or those bed ridden with
229 1st. AVE. N. MOORHEAD
the plague. Excluded are
common cold sufferers and
those with harmonica lip, a rare
musician's disease.
Dick Miller, assistant
manager, explained there are
many problems for
management and students.
Preparing for the masses, (not
Catholic), does not make food
home tastey. Standing in line
and eating in the same stale
atmosphere can be borning,
however the feeling would occur
eating the same food in the
same surroundings anywhere,
for any length of time,
and
The
turnstyle
rope have
installations
remained the
remained
the

i
f
almost
3"1® for ?™°
S
lsame
0

"Willies

A 1959 merger of a vending
company and Slater's
Automatic Retailers of
America, (ARA), services
changed the organization to
ARA Slater Schools and
Services. As a result, hospitals,
businesses, recreation facilities
and schools are serviced, the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration and Minnesota
Vikings included.
A hard-nosed, Turn-carrying
Kise veteran may ask why the
Vikings lose the big ones and
wonder about NASA's Thursday
schedule launching. Is there
freedom out there?
Low grades, skipped classes,
dirty laundry, baggy eyes and
other degenerate signs - are
these the result of a Kise
Commons conspiracy? Does the prevented the free loader
food service promote apathy? somewhat, but tickets are still
Top brand products, including exchanged freely by students.
USDA inspected meat and Miller's pet peeve; why no one
Grade A Fancy vegetables, line uses Line D. It is not the salt
the stockroom shelves waiting peter line, salt peter has never
to become tantalizing gems for been used. The serving process
those rich and daring enough to
|M M HAMBUROTR SPECIALISTS I
try them.
A student, after spilling his
plate of melting jello, drops his
wet tray, mushy cheese
sandwich and all. He grabs a
glass, fills
it with Coke and
takes two aspirin. Nice try, but
it is only carbonated water. It is
enough to make him throw his
dirty fork at his dead cheese
sandwich. He proclaims, "What
a Rip-off!"
Actually, prices have

DRIVE IN LIQUORS

Moorhead's
Liquor Store

THIS CHRISTMAS
IT'S ZALES
NEW DIGITAL WATCH!

Styled with the look of tomor
row, it gives a complete readout: <C
the hour, minute and second at ^
a glance.

King Leos

ONLY

2988

Revolving Charge • Custom Charge • BankAmericard • Master Charge • Layaway

10 Per Cent
Student Discount

ZALES
JEWELERS

We've got the whole world

working for you.S M

West Acres Center, Fargo

R
O
U
R
K
E

Peterson will serve
as emcee at the event.

Really surprise her this
Chnsiiras «ith an eicept tonal gift
.a Keepsake
Diamond Ring.

c

—

E
L
L
A
R

S

Guaranteed perfect (or
replacement assured. pro
tected against diamond loss
and permanently registered

Keepsake•
*

* REGISTERED DIAMOND RINGS

TTladsenb
Dial 235-9291
5HOWN PRIVATELY CALL fOQ APPT.
427 - 1st Ave. N„ Fargo

DIAAAONO&

901 South Seventh Street - Phone 237-6929 - Fargo, N.C
HOURS
Monday-Friday 1-9
CHRISTMAS HOURS
December 1-23
Monday-Friday 1-9
Closed Saturday
and Sunday

POTTERY - PAINTINGS
CANDLES -dNCENSE
PRINTS - DRAWINGS
WALL HANGINGS
BELLS - STONEWARE
OTHER GIFT ITEMS

to

I f y o u w i s h t o visit o r s h o p a t times
t h a n l i s t e d p l e a s e c a l l 237-6929.

SHIRLEY AND ORLAND ROURKE
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Dragon tour finds Miller's
high life a daily ho ho ho
By Steve Weber

became obsolete and Miller t h e y w o u l d r e c e i v e u p o n
found himself quite broke. He completion of a paper on the
moved into North Pole in 1952, tour about their experiences, in
then just a scattering of connection with an appropriate
buildings, bulldozed a place subject.
large enough to erect a cache
One of the first college
and a tent and began hewing
credited tours in the nation, the
pine logs.
The hand-hewn
1973 32nd Annual Dragon Tour
beams in Santa Claus House are
will take its members to Nassau
products of this early effort.
The small world famous City
in the Bahamas.
Interested
of North Pole, AL and its "SanAs Miller and his struggled to individuals are urged to contact
Claus House" was just one of erect the building, a truck load
Roger Richman in the
the many stops on the yearly of his little native friends drove Geography Dept. located on the
t o u r s p o n s o r e d b y t h e by and called, "Hello Santa third floor of Bridges Hall
Geography Dept.
ClausJ Are you building a new between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
house?"
They looked no further
It is Christmas every day at
The number of people on the
Santa Claus House, because for a name or idea. It became tour will be
limited to 32.
"Santa
Claus
House".
Santa lives there the year
Everything
is
prepaid
once the
North Pole was incorporated
around. Old Nick is busier the
tour member steps onto the bus,
as
a
town
in
January,
1953,
but
it
holiday season than at other
was early in 1954 before the Post so there is no worry of getting to
times, but not much.
Office was designated as North the destination and not having
This "Santa Claus" is Con Pole, AL. This town is the only the finances to return.
Miller, Mayor and Postmaster authentic North Pole in the
Brochures concerning the
of North Pole. To the native world. It has its own school, tour will be available after the
children responsible for the police and fire department.
first of the year from Richman
Santa nickname, Con Miller is
or anyone in the Geography
Santa Miller processes over
"Kris Kringle".
Dept.
300,000 pieces of mail a year.
In 1949, Miller, looking over
Comparing it with other
Letters and cards are sent from
merchandise in his trading post
all over the world to be stamped tours, Richman said the
at Fairbanks, found a red Santa
with the North Pole postmark — advantage of this tour is that the
Claus suit.
Each week, all
letters from Argentina, South bus will stop anytime a member
summer, he had trekked into
A u s t r a l i a , S o u t h A f r i c a , of the tour wants to view
the North Country trading for
S c o t l a n d F i n l a n d a n d something up close.
furs and other items of barter.
Venezuela. Santa takes time Hotel and motel accomodations
This trip, his first Christmas out to answer, on his own have been booked in advance,
in the territory, he donned the stationery, or send cards to the said Richman, and what is
red suit and brought the spirit of 2,000 — 3,000 kids who write to more, the people get first class
Saint Nicholas to hundreds of him every year.
treatment at a
reduced
children for the first time. He
T h e t o u r w h i c h c o s t s group rate.
has been Santa to young and old approximately $700 plus meals
Though the original concept
of many villages ever since. and tuition, is open to anyone of the tour was conceived with
One year, in foul weather, his regardless of major or school the graduate student in mind, it
pilgrimage took him five days. affiliation. However, students if has in fact become a fantastic
A s c o m p e t i t i o n a n d they wish to may register for six travel opportunity for seniors
s u p e r m a r k e t s m o v e d i n t o g r a d u a t e o r e i g h t who desire an educational
Fairbanks, the trading post undergraduate credits which vacation.
Yes, Roger Richman, there is
a Santa Claus! This is what
Richmans,
geogra phy
instructor and tour guide, as
well as 20 other members of the
Annual Dragon Tour found out
while in Alaska this past
summer.

from cave walls to toilet stalls,
man's interest revealed
By Craig Wilson
Sometime shortly after the
anthropoid ape became tired of
being an anthropoid ape and
decided to become a
Pithecanthropus erectus, man
discovered the drab, blank
walls of his cave. Disliking the
situation, man decided to
scratch his message on the
rock, "Man Tx>ves Woman",
and graffiti was born.
Since then, man has
scratched, chipped, scribbled
and gouged his message on any
surface that happened to be
around when the urge struck.
Graffiti can now be found
everywhere, especially in
public places like restrooms.
The spur of the moment
authors generally use the pencil
or ball point pen methods. The
problem with this style is the
janitor armed with cleaning
fluid who is usually able to
erase the scrawl the same day it
is written.
Those who feel they really
have something important to
say use a nail, key or any other
hard, sharp object wliich is
handy. This enables them to
scratch their message in the

paint of a restroom stall. This
method is almost fool proof,
barring an unforeseen painting
detail.
One writer announced, "Want
to meet other guys", followed
by the phone number of the
campus radio station, KMSC.
This reportedly led to a number
of strange calls to the station by
tongue-tied individuals.
Some KMSC staffers
speculated that the author of the
graffiti must have belonged to
the Advocate staff, but he was
so stupid that he could not
remember his correct phone
number. The Advocate figured
it was just another KMSC freak
who spent a lot of time at the
radio station.
The situation was finally
remedied when someone altered
the number on the washroom
wall.
As I began this assignment, I
had hoped to find something
like, "For a swell date, call
Bernice at 2911".
Than I
planned to call Bernice and ask
her how she felt about having
her name and telephone
number on a men's bathroom
wall. But, much to my dismay,

I found nothing about chicks,
only enough phone numbers of
gay guys to start a fruity
fraternity.
One individual in order to be
sure he found a friend, took the
time to scrape the identical
message in each of six different
stalls.
Following a week of haunting
the campus "johns" in search of
graffiti, braving the strange
looks of others as I moved from
stall to stall, I have come to the
conclusion that MSC is
definately lacking in original
restoom intellect.

Apollo 17 coverage
slated at MSC
The Moorhead State College Hall, Room 153), Maps of the
Department of Physics nd landing site, timetables of
Astronomy will conduct a series mission events, and schedules
of programs for those interested of network TV coverage will be
in following the flight of Apollo provided for those who attend.
17 — the last Americans on the Everyone is welcome. This
moon. Apollo 17 marks the end program will be presented a
o f c u r r e n t l y p l a n n e d l u n a r second time at the Moorheadexploration by the United Fargo Astronomical Society
States which began in July, 1964, meeting at 8 p.m. Monday, Dec.
with the Ranger program of 11, in Hagen Hall, Room 314.
unmanned spacecraft relaying (The program will follow a brief
television close-ups of the business meeting. Visitors are
surface before crashing onto the welcome for both the meeting
moon. Apollo 17 is currently and program).
scheduled for launching at 8:53
p.m. C.S.T. on Wednesday, Dec.
When the astronauts are on
6. The lunar landing will occur the lunar surface, videotape
on Dec. 11. Lunar lift-off will be highlights of their activities will
on Dec. 14 and splashdown in be presented daily. These will
the Pacific will be on Dec. 19. be at 3 p.m. in the MSC
Plantarium on Tues., Dec. 12,
A discussion of the mission Wed., Dec. 13 and Thurs., Dec.
and the landing site with slides 14, if the flight proceeds on
and a NASA Apollo 17 preview s c h e d u l e .
Additional
film (Color, 15 minutes) will be information is available from
held at 2p.m., Friday, Dec. 8, in the Department of Physics and
the MSC Planetarium (Bridges Astronomy, 236-2141.

MSC speakers perform eloquently
winning awards in two festivals
By Joey Schneider
The Moorhead State Forensic
teams had a busy weekend last
week, participating in two
speaking festivals, in Fargo,
ND and Menominie, WI.

On Dec. 2, Stout State hosted a
speech tournament in which 19
schools attended and 200
students spoke. The colleges
attending were from Minnesota,
Wisconsin, North Dakota, and
Generally speaking, those Illinois.
people who spend their spare
Moorhead State walked off
time writing on campus
with the first place sweepstakes
washroom walls do not seem to
with Oshkosh, WI, placing
be overly concerned with the
second. MSC participants who
world situation. They would
placed in the various categories
much rather write four letter were:
first place Oratory —
words which would have gotten
Jerry Popp, second place
them a spanking had they
Oratory — Les Thompson,
written the message on the
second place extemporaneous
kitchen wall at home.
— Larry Miller, second place
I have also found that graffiti Rhetorical Criticism — Kevin
writing can be an extremely Sauter, second place Readers
satisfying experience. How else Theatre — "Miriam", by
could a person deface property Truman Capote.
Brenda
a n d l e a v e a m e s s a g e f o r Hoekstra, took third place in the
posterity at the same time?
Poetry Reading.

Meanwhile, across the river
at NDSU, the Lyle Huseby
Speech and Debate Invitational
had drawn a force of 150
speakers, all attempting to outtalk each other.
Mankato State was the
over-all sweepstakes winner,
with MSC ranking second. In
Varsity Debate and Novice
Debate, second place was taken
by Kay Snell and Robert
Littlefield, and Nancy Moore
and Debbie Larson,
respectively. Second and third
in Rhetorical Criticism were
Patricia Banks and Robert
Horken. Nancy Moore ranked
second in Oratory, Robert
Ormseth was third in
Interpertation, and also third in
discussion.
Fourteen schools attended the
tournament from five different
states, Alcorn A&M from
Lorman, MI traveled the
farthest distance to participate
in the tournament. The other
schools in the meet were from
Minnesota, South Dakota, North
Dakota and Missouri.
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arts &
entertainment

Frost to be featured at concert
By Becky Landby

"...with growing intensity, sustained throughout the entire piece.
Now perhaps you don't feel that way, but for the sake of the music
you'll have to act! Zero in on it! Make it intense! And, basses, you
need to be more solid, fatter! Alright, I'll give you two..."
Musical interpretation instructions.
M.S.C. Varsity Choir.
Michael D. Robbins, B.M., M.A., University of Michigan,
director.
David K. Miller, B.S., Moorhead State College, pianist.
Preparations for their Christmas concert have been under every
morning at 11, Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, since the
beginning of fall quarter. The performance will go on stage in Weld
auditorium, December 10, 8:15 p.m.
On Sunday, this Christmas concert will feature "Frostiana
(Seven Country Songs);; — music by Randall Thompson, words by
Robert Frost. "Frostiana" was composed in Switzerland in 1959 for
the 200th anniversary of the incorporation of the town of Amherst,
Massachusetts. The composition itself includes seven of Frost's
poems — "The Road Not Taken," "The Pasture,""Come In," "the
Telephone," "A Girl's Garden," "Stopping by Woods on a Snowy
Evening," and "Choose Something Like a Star." They will also
perform Claduio Monteverdi's "Magnificat Primo."
In addition, the MSC Women's Chorus will sing. These fifty
women, also directed by Michael Robbins, accomapnied by David
Miller, have been rehearsing weekly, "A Ceremony of Carols" by
Benjamin Britten.
Traditionally, the Varsity Choir prepares voices for the Concert
Choir. The Concert Choir, a smaller choir of about fifty singers,
gained international fame, standing ovations and rave reviews,
with its trips to Europe in 1967, 1969, and 1972, places its emphasis
upon the finest unaccompanied works from the Renaissance to the
20th century. The Varsity Choir, however, concentrates on the
accomapnied works in the choral repertoire, the cantata, the

oratorio, and the mass. Generally speaking, they try to do at least
one large work a year. Last year, however, they managed to do
four "Dona Nobis Pacem" by Vaughn Williams, the coronation
scene from the opera "Boris Godunov" by Mussonesky, "A
German Requim" composed by Brahms, and "Carmina Burana"
by Carl Orff. When early spring of this school year arrives Michael
Robbins is planning another concert on campus, featuring Haydn's
"Creation."
It should be mentioned here that several singers from the
Concert Choir have transferred time from their regular rehearsals
to cover for those people who dropped out of Varsity Choir after fall
quarter. The Concert Choir, Mr. Earnest Harris, director, will not
be regularly in session until after Christmas break.
Michael Robbins encourages all students to attend this
Christmas concert. It's free to the public. He also wishes to
announce that all interested singers should consider joining the
choir. He extends a special invitation to male voices.

coffee house. . . Store & Burke
This weekend Dec. 7, 8 and 9 the National Coffee House Circuit
will be presenting free at the Coffee House, STORE & BURKE.
These are two singers of vastly different styles who just
happened to get together. Jim Burke, has that "good old country
feeling" in his voice, while Bill Storey has a stright and mellow
ballad voice. Add to this some country picking and bajo playing
against a folk style guitar with a blues influence, and you get a
"Contemporary Folk" type of music, in which their main concern
in performing a song is to create feeling and carry a message to the
listener instead of just playing to him.
Some of the songs they will be performing are "Country Lady"
"Ballad of the Crossbones", "Old Kentucky Home" and
"Bojangles". Performances will be at 9 and 10 p.m. on Thursday
and at 9,10 and 11 p.m. on Friday and Saturday.
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theatre department presents
Trudi and the Minstrels
By John Bakke
A wonderful tale of olden
times including kings and
queens, trolls, dragons, and
minstrels is being presented by
the Moorhead State College
Theatre Department on Dec. 6,
7, and 8. Trudi and the Minstrel,
which is the Department's
winter children's production, is
a delightful fantasty of a
homeless girl named Trudi,
played! by Gaye Burgess, (jrWinnipeg) who meets a
wandering minstrel named
Peter, 'played by Michael
Callahan, (so-Moorhead). They
visit a castle, and together
encounter many strange
creatures, including a gay-type
dragon named Schlafnicht (Don
Schloeder, so-Wadena), a
bodyless King's head (Paul
Vance, 'sr-Blooinington), a
mermaid (Nancy Blake, jrHopkins), two gypsies (Michael

Mellstrom, so-Roseau, and Ann adults can leave a performance
Clemmsnon, jr-Breckenridge), at intermission, children return
and four heart-thieving trolls and make their dissatisfaction
<Deb Nelson, sr-Evansville, k n o w n . H o w e v e r , m o s t
Elsie Lidstrom, sr-Evansville, children's theatre productions
Cindi Brink, fr-St. Paul and can be viewed on two levels, a
Mary Sue Person, so-Big Lake). juvenile storyline level, and an
adult humor level, and this
The fascinating thing about show is particularily spiced
these creatures is that they are with humor an adult would
n o t s t e r e o t y p e d . E a c h appreciate.
character that appears is a
surprise, with fresh
A beautiful set has been
mannerisms and affectations. constructed by Larry Foreman,
According to the show's and Roray Hedges has
director, Michael McPherson, arranged the lighting. The two
the essential difference between assistant directors of Trudi and
children's and adult theatre is the Minstrel, Dave Marty and
t h e f a n t a s y a n d t h e Kris Mattilia, play significant
e x a g g e r a t i o n f o u n d i n roles in the production. Ticket
children's theatre. Also, information can be had at the
in children's theatre, every MSC Box Office, and students
character has to be totally be are reminded that the show is
lievable, because children are r e c o m m e n d e d f o r a d u l t
very severe critics, and while audiences.

Pictured on this page are cast
members in the Theater
Department's production, Trudi
and the Minstrel, which will be
presented Dec. 6-8.
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entertainment calendar
Dec. 7 - TRUDI AND THE MINSTREL, Children's Theatre,
with performances at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. today and
tomorrow, Center for the Arts, MSC.
Dec. 8 — CONCORDIA COLLEGE CHRISTMAS Concerts, today
through Dec. 10.
Dec. 8 — WAIT UNTIL DARK, F-M Community Theatre, runs
through Dec. 12 and Dec. 15-17.
Dec. 8 — FREE SUPB FILM, Union Lounge.
Dec. 10 — VARSITY CHRISTMAS CONCERTS, Weld
Auditorium, 8:15 p.m.
Dec. 10 — DON ELLIS BAND, NDSU Old Fieldhouse.
Dec. 10 — GRAND OLE OPRY, Fargo Civic Auditorium, 2 and 7
p.m.
Dec. 11 — SUPB FILM, "BIRTH OF A NATION," Weld
Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.
Dec. 13 — "THEY SHOOT HORSES, DON'T THEY," SUPB
FILM, Weld Auditorium, 50 cents admission. 7:30 p.m.
Dec. 13 — ORCHESTRA CONCERT, Center for the Arts, 8:15
p.m.

NOW—CINEMA I
WEST ACRES

Mon Fri. — 2:00-7:00-9:05
Sat.-Sun. — 2:00-4:00-7:00-9:05

NOW - CINEMA II - WEST ACRES

Harold & Maude"

PGl

Harold and Maude is proof that you can't keep a good
picture down, —
Seen by few and loved by. all in its first appearance
in Minneapolis Harold and Maude fell flat on its face.
But then it was given a second chance, and now it's
in its 37th week.
MONDAYTHRU FRIDAY 2:15-7:15-9:00
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY 2:15-4:15-7:15-9:00

NOW CINEMA 70— HWY. SOUTH 81

a frank perry film

R
EVENINGS7:15-9:15
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY MAT. —2:00

\

By Phil Hilker
How anyone could laugh at
the tragedies that befall those
helpless victims of "Reefer
Madness"' is beyond me. But
then, I guess, the real tragedy is
the gross ignorance that seems
to pervade today's
youth
concerning our "public enemy
number one." That is why films
like "Reefer Madness" are
made — to make aware the
pitfalls of such an evil drug and
to serve as a lesson to us all;
especially the unwary.
According to the film, the
facts are clear. The use of
marijuana leads first to spastic
laughter and foolishness, then
to erratic behavior and possible
acts of violence and finally to
mental incompetence or
insanity. What more need a
person know? Yet youth after
youth is tricked by the furtive
plea of the marijuana pusher to
"come and have some fun" or
"how about smoking a real
cigarette?" And soon enough
the moral fiber of the entire
adolescent community is rotten
to the point of utter
deterioration.
First there is Jimmy — a
wholesome lad, but under the
influence of marijuana, a
menance to society. He smokes

a reefer and drives at the same
time which leads to foolhardy
and reckless maneuvering of an
automobile and finally, a hitand-run accident.
Then there is Bill — an
upstanding young citizen and a
fine student, but under
marijuana's clutches,
lascivious and dupable. Why, he
is even taken to laughter during
a reading of Shakespeare's
serious work, "Romeo and
Juliet."
Lastly there is Mary — a
virtuous and right-minded girl,
but once the victim of "Reefer
Madness," a giddy specimen
and a helpless subject for
another man's wanton lusts. In
an all but senseless brawl, poor
Mary is shot to her untimely
death.
I am shocked at the extent to
which "Reefer Madness" goes
to convey its point. Do we need
to see hit-and-run accidents,
lurid sex, rape, murders and
suicide? Must we watch as the
perpetrators of these ghastly
acts run rampant on the
screen? Must we be witnesses
to the actual smoking of those
weeds of wickenedness? Yes,
maybe we must. Only then will
we realize the true dangers of
the demon marijuana.

PREGNANT AND
DISTRESSED?
CALL BIRTHRIGHT

237-9955

7:30 P.M. - 10:30 P.M.
Monday - Friday

diary of a
mad housewife

©uvr:K

reefer' smokes out truth

I

STARTS
FRIDAY!

Still, how anyone could be
amused by "Reefer Madness
will always remain a mystery to
me. Granted, there are a few
laugh lines, but to find humor in
a girl puffing on a reefer after
reefer or the contorted face of a
marijuana addict, is just as sick
as those acts committed on
film.
Yet it is these acts, however
sordid, and films like "Reefer
Madnesss" that will bring about
an awareness to the snares of
marijuana. No longer can we
allow this devastating monster
to continue to loom in the
alleyways of our children's
minds. We must press for the
day whe those file cabinets
chock-full of marijuana
convictions can once again be
contained in a single manila
folder. For who know which son
or daughter will be next?
Maybe yours. Or yours. Or ...
YOURS!

shuttle
If you are having problems
finding transportation to go
weekend shopping, help is on
the way. On Saturday, a free
shuttle bus will run from
Moorhead State College to
downtown Fargo, West Acres
and Holiday Mall.
The bus leaves from the 14th
Street Comstock Memorial
Union exit at 10 a.m., 12 noon, 2,
3, 4 and 5 p.m.
Students shopping in Fargo
may return home from that
area at quarter past the hour
and those in West Acres at half
past the hour. Departure time
for the Holiday Mall will be at
quarter to the hour.

Broadway Music Has
New Releases
List Albums
List Albums
8-Track Tapes List

s 5.98
$ 3.69

& $ 5.98
$ 3.99

$ 6.98

- $ 5.49

NO A> MMN

Weekdays — 6:00-8:00-10:00 p.m.
Sat.-Sun. — 2:00-4:00-6:00-8:00-10:00 p.m.
A Real Story Millions Of People
Refuse To Believe...

BROADWAY MUSIC
119 Broadway—Fargo • Phone 293-9555

COLOR

PG

GROUP RATES AVAILABLE

STARTS FRIDAY — FARGO THEATRE
DOUBLE THRILL SHOW
CHARLTON HESTON

RAQUEL WELCH

"Kansas
Bomber"

"Skyjacked" City

STARTS FRIDAY-MOORHEAD
THRILL AGAIN TO THIS GREAT STORY

Rib Rack
Jet. of 75 & Co. 2
12 miles south of Moorhead

A PEACEFUL

Robert Mitchum • Sara Miles

PLACE TO DRINK

"RYAN'S DAUGHTER"

& Beer
Set
7 Days a Week

-
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IRS a solid ally of student renters
By Tom Tollefson
The thousands of students in
Fargo -Moorhead who rent
apartments or houses know
what discrimination is. Not
discrimination by race, sex, or
religion, but by class category.
Any student who has searched
for an apartment knows there
are two kinds of landlords.
Those who rent to students and
those who do not. Some
landlords willlisten longer to an
obscene phone call before
hanging up than to the
desperate pleading of a young
person who admits being a
student.
Landlords give many reasons
for not renting to students.
Some have had bad experiences
in the past, with students
causing damage, stealing
furniture, making noise,and
proving to be unreliable. They
find it easier not to rent to any
students than to make
character judgments of every
single one.
Add to that group the
landlords who are afraid of
what they do not know or
understand. These landlords
feel every student is a hippie,
commie, pinko, pervert, junkie,
dope fiend, who uses an
apartment for having wild sex
orgies, making bombs, and
holding secret meetings to plot
the overthrow of the
government.
Those who rent to students do
so for a variety of reasons.
Some are generally
compassionate, some like
having younger people around,
others may be hippie, pinko,
commie, dope fiends
themselves, who always wanted
to get in on a sex orgy.
There is also a group of
landlords whohave learned that
more money can be made from
students than from families.
These people know that four
students will gladly pay $50
each for a place to live, even if
the place is substandard;
whereas a family of four with a
single breadwinner either
would not or could not pay $200
for the same place.
Many students are required to
pay deposits before they are
allowed to rent an apartment.
Many students never get these
deposits back when they move
out.
Students often accept this
abuse without word. They pay
the man his bribe and let him
steal their deposit and raise
their rent. They do not complain
about cracked plaster, leaky

faucets, or torn carpet, or if
thev do, thev do not really press
for these improvements
anyway. They accept all this
just because the hassels of
finding another place to live are
so great.

it even if the amount of increase
—The amount of the proposed an increase.
is illegal. At a later time if a
increase for capital
If a landlord gives you an case is found in your favor then
improvements with a
d e s c r i p t i o n o f t h o s e illegal notice of rent increase, the landflord will be forced to
you do not have to pay it. But if give a refund of the disputed
improvements.
—The amount of any increase the notice is legal you must pay amount.
attributable to increased
property or services.
—The amount of any increase
allowed under the 2.5 per cent
rent increment.
—The base rent and the :S S3SSS$$$$$$$$SSSSSSSSSSSSSSS$SSSSSSS$SSS$!
manner in which it was figured.

Until now there has been little
a student could do about being
ripped off. Bribing a landlordis
legal and you have to go to court
to get your deposit back. But
due to some quirk of fate, what
The notice must also include
is bad for student renters is now
six paragraphys copied from
bad for America. A crooked
the IRS documents telling that
landlord's excess profits are
you have the right to meet with
inflationary. So the student
him to discuss the increase and
finds himself allied with the to inspect his books. His
Internal Revenue Service who statement should also include a
is in charge of rent stabliziation. paragraph telling how it is
After all the years you thought illegal for him to retaliate in
IRS was stealing your money, any way for you complaining to
now they will help you stop the IRS.
some one else from doing it.
If a notice of rent increase is
The IRS will help by not very lengthly and does not
points
answering questions or by contain all the
prosecuting a landlord if mentioned above it is probably
necessary. But you must bring an illegal notice. You do not
an infraction to their attention have to pay an increase that is
before they will do anything., proposed by an illegal notice.
There are just too many
Each rental unit has a base
apartments to check to find all
rent violations. The following rent which was computed by a
information will help to formula based on what the rent
determine if a rent is legal or or was on Aug. 5, 1971. If you just
started renting this fall you
not.
might be paying an illegal rent
First find out if your and not know it.
apartment is covered by rent
Find out who rented before
regulations. The following are
you and contact them to see if
not subject to rent controls:
—Apartments rented for you are payng more than they
did for the same place. If you
commercial purposes
—New apartments rented are paying more, contact IRS
for the first time after Aug. 15, and complain.
1972
Because of revenue raised by
—Completely
remodeled
apartments after Aug. 15, 1971' the sales tax in Minnesota there
—Landlords who have fewer was a property tax decrease
which went into effect Jan. 1,
than four units
—Apartments renting for 1972. This decrease, according
to guidelines, must be passed on
more than $500 a month
If you are paying $500 a month to the tennant. The IRS did not
do not go to the IRS, they might enforce this point until July 4,
ask what you are selling since 1972 after Gov. Wendell
you did not declare any income Anderson demanded them to.
To determine how much of a
last year.
decrease your landlord
A landlord can raise rent 2.5 received, call the Moorhead
per cent per year plus any City Assessor's office and ask
amount his expenses increase. for the legal description of the
These expenses are taxes and address where you live. Then
call the County Treasurer, give
utilities.
d If your landlord does raise him the legal description and
your rent he must give you ask for the taxes in 1971 and
written notice postmarked at 1972. The difference between
least thirty days before it is to these two figures is the tax
go into effect. The rent decrease he receivied. Divide
guidelines are very specific this amount by the number of
about what the notice must units in your building and by
twelve and you have the amount
contain:
—The amount of monthly rent of rent decrease which should
before and after the proposed have been receved.

increase.
This decrease could exceed
—The percentage increase
and dollar amount of the his legal 2.5 per cent increase
for the year. Even if you do not
proposed increase.
—The effective date of the get an actual rent decrease it
will give you insurance against
increse.

Unisex Place For
Mod Hairstyles —
519 First Avenue No.
Fargo, North Dakota

Grand Barber
&
Beauty World
Hair Styling
Men's Hairpieces
Manicuring
Beauty Salons
Dial 237-3900

7 to 9 South Broadway
Fargo, North Dakota 58102

Soo.
^
*ttinq Cjoodi

ON TARGET EVERy TIME.

BAIL BONDS

Municipal -District-Federal

BOB YOUNG AGENCY INC.
302 N Univ. Dr.

Fargo

i $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$2!

Rey's Interstate Standard
WINTERIZE TIME
TUNE UPS
SNOW TIRES
ENGINE HEATERS
At Interstate 94 and Highway 75, South Moorheod

Phone 233-3051

Hey
Santa!
deLendrecie's
makes those
hard to buy for
people a cinch!
The best selection in the area,
and we'll be glad to gift wrap
your purchase.

BEERS
Bottles — Cans

WINES
LIQUORS
Visit our wine acres
PHONE 282-3415
WEST ACRES SHOPPING CENTER

FARGO
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tenant handbook available tree decoration
will top evening
Minnesota Public Interest
Research Group (MPIRG)
today announces publication of
"Handbook on Tenants' Rights
in Minnesota", a resource
manual for all Minnesotans
renting or leasing their home or
apartment.
Subtitled "How to Make
Someone Else's House Your
Castle", the handbook details,
in an easily understood fashion,
most aspects of renting and
leasing, including the legal
rights and responsibilities of
both the tenant and landlord.
Since most printed lease forms
are unfairly biased in favor of

the landlord, the booklet
contains a model lease form
which is intended to be fair to
both parties.

This holiday season, SUPB
and the Women's Recreation
Association has coordinated a Mrs. Merlin ,Linda) Becker of
Christmas Party for all Fargo, publications coordinator
Moorhead State College faculty for Moorhead State College,
The handbook was compiled
and students. The day is won the first-place award in the
by Ms. Candy Tierney, a lawWednesday, Dec. 13. Lots of miscellaneous category this fall
student at the University of
activities are planned, starting at the National College and
Minnesota Law School, and was
Designers
at 5:30 p.m. with "snow U n i v e r s i t y
designed to take the mystery
football", to be played between Conference.
and fear out of the tenant the Student Union and the
landlord relationship. It will be
She was responsible for the
campus school. Following, is
updated annually by MPIRP,
the movie "They Shoot Horses, total design — artwork, layout,
and should become an
Don't They" in Weld type selection — of a 16-page
invaluable aid for every tenant
Auditorium, slated for 7:30 p.m. dedication booklet prepared
residing in Minnesota and is
At 9 p.m., everyone is invited last summer at MSC as
available for 25c from MPIRG,
to
come to the Union to help background for the formal
376-7554.
decorate the tree, make dedication of six campus
decorations, string (eat?) buildings, each named in honor
popcorn, bob for apples, sing, of a former staff or faculty
and of course there will be member.

CMU Bowling
Moorhead State College will
send five of its top bowlers to
the ACUI Regional Tournament
in Minneapolis this February.
In order to represent MSC, each
person has to bowl 18 games and
the top five bowlers on average
will be selected. Hie time for
each of the roll offs are listed
below:
Dec. 9 —Saturday 2:00p.m., 6
Games.
Jan. 6— Saturday 2:00p.m., 3
Games.

refreshments for everyone.

Jan. 13 — Saturday 2:00 p.m., 3
Games.
Jan. 20 — Saturday 2:00 p.m.,
3 Games.
Jan. 27 — Saturday 2:00 p.m.
3 Games.
TTie cost per person is only
$4.50. If you are interested in
entering this tournament,
contact Jetty Patel or Bruce
Chambers at 236-2265.

economics and editor of this
year's issue, is Jan. 8.
Cash prizes of $50 for the best
article submitted, $25 for the
second best and $10 for the third
will be awarded.

The annual publication
An editorial board composed
solicits articles each year from
MSC students on any topic of faculty and students will
related to the concerns of the decide on the award winners
social or behavioral sciences. and which of all articles
submitted should be published.
Book reviews are not
Deadline for the submission
of articles to Dr. John F. acceptable and long articles are
Trainer, associate professor of not encouraged.

Her award was one of about 30
first-place awards announced at
the conference in Minneapolis
after judges had studied more

than 460 entries in a wide
variety of categories. Many of
the contest entries are currently
on display in an exhibit in
MSC's Center for the Arts.
Mrs. Becker, who also
entered a promotional poster in
the competition, attended the
conference with Phillip
Mousseau, associate professor
of art at MSC, and about 12
MSC graphic design students.
A native of Arvilla, N.D., her
background includes some
undergraduate, work at NDSU,
a biology degree earned at
Mankato State College and post
graduate work at Moorhead
State.
She was the graphic
designer for the first annual
summer arts festival in Fargo,
Imagination '71.

Inter-Dorm Council
to show films Friday
The Inter-Dorm Council is
sponsoring a night of free films
on Friday, Dec. 8 beginning at
10 p.m. and continuing to 3a.m.
Films will include "Wild in the
Streets", "Black Sabbath" and
"Mighty Joe Young".
A
selection of cartoons and an
experimental film will also be
shown.

cash prizes to be awarded
Cash prizes will be awarded
to student authors of the top
three articles submitted for
publication in Moorhead State
College's publication "Journal
of the Social and Behavioral
Sciences."

Publications coordinator
at MSC wins an award

Appeal for student readers,
originality, aptness of thought
and expression will be major
factors in judging.

VAN HEUSEN
SMAi-GHIllG
•WMCOWWWWMWW"

ilitiE m

Students submitting articles
are asked to follow the MLA
Style Sheet, available in the
MSC Bookstore, in preparing
their articles.

Holiday Mall,
Moorhead

Northport
Shopping Center,
Fargo

10 LOCATIONS

Fargo-Moorhead's Only
Professional Ski Shop
Specializing in Both
Downhill and Cross-Country
Also Professional Instruction
in Both Downhill & Cross-Country
RENTALS AVAILABLE

Clarissa
What is more natural
than y9ur love?
And reflecting this love
is Clarissa.
With sunlight-polished
leaves of gold
A diamond solitaire;
the moon, the sun, your
love.
Branching out to share
the feeling
of forevermore.
Clarissa.
All the things you are.

•V

VISIT THE SKI DOCTORS AT

Exclusive Orange Blossom
Dealer in Fargo-Moorhead

SPORTLAND, INC.
221 Main, Moorhead, Minn.

Fargo, North Dakota

GROCERIES

MILK

Stuffed
Animals

FROZEN FOOD

Reg. $1.00

SNACKS

CIGARETTES

75*

COLD POP

With This Ad

MONEY ORDER
BREAD

MEAT

OPEN

DAY
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weekly calendar
«r.

Tuesday, Dec. 12

7-9 p.m. Student Recreational Swimming (Free) — Nemzek Pool
Wednesday, Dec. 13

8-4 p.m. — GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON RURAL
Thursday, Dec. 7
DEVELOPMENT — Comstock Union &— CA Auditorium
5:30 p .m. — BahaIMeeting — Room 218, Union
2 p.m. - Form: Minnesota Experimental Cities Project Public
6:30 p.m. — WRA Swimming — Nemzek Pool
Presentation — Room 202, Comstock Union.
7:30 p.m. — SUPB Film Series: "THEY SHOOT HORSES
6p.m. - Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship - Owens Lounge
7-9 p.m.
Student Recreational Swimming (Free)
Nemzek DON'T THEY" — 50c — Weld Auditorium.
8:15 p.m. — Orchestra Concert — CA Auditorium.
Pool
7:30 p.m. — All-Greek Smoker — Student Union Ballroom
7:30 p.m. - Wrestling: MSC vs. University of North Dakota Nemzek Fieldhouse
7:30 p.m. — All-Greek Smoker — Student Union Ballroom.
8 p.m. — National Coffeehouse Circuit — Coffeehouse —
Comstock Union
Dec. 7 and 8
10:30a.m. & 1:30 p.m. — MSC Children's Theatre: TRUDI AND
THE MINSTREL — CA Auditorium.
Dec. 8-9-10
— Ski Club Trip to Thunder Bay, Ontario.
Friday, Dec. 8
10-3 p.m. — Free Movies: "WILD IN THE STREETS," "BLACK
SABBATH,
THE MIGHTY JOE YOUNG," Sponsored by Inter
Residence Hall Ass'n. Comstock Union.
6:30-8: 30 p.m. — Faculty — Staff Swimming — Nemzek Pool.
(Students and staff are urged to read the Official Bulletin as they are
8 p.m. — National Coffeehouse Circuit — Coffeehouse — answerable for notices that affect them. Notices must be received by 10 a.m.
the Monday prior to the Thursday publication date and be sent type-written
Comstock Union
to "Official Bulletin," MSC Registrar's Office, Owens Hall. Except for
Saturday, Dec. 9
certain notices of unusual importance, they will be printed only once.)
Don Engberg,
10 a.m.-5 p.m. — Special Bus Service: 10 a.m. — 5 p.m. runs
Registrar
every hour to Tempo, Uptown, West Acres (sponsor: Inter
Residence Assn.)
WINTER CALENDAR: The following dates should be observed for
8 p.m. — National Coffeehouse Circuit — Coffeehouse — Winter Quarter 1973:
Comstock Union.
Monday, Dec. 11 — Last day to add classes; last day to elect
Sunday, Dec. 10
5:30 p.m. — International Dinner — Coffeehouse, Student Union. pass-no credit option; last day to drop classes from record
(classes dropped after tenth class day will be recorded as
8:15 p.m. — Varsity Christmas Concert—Weld Auditorium
withdrawals).
Monday, Dec. 11
Friday, Dec. 15 — Last day of classes before holiday recess.
4 p.m. — Student Senate Meeting — Senate Chambers,Union
Wednesday, Jan. 3 — Classes resume.
7-9 p.m. — Student Recreational Swimming (Free) — Nemzek
Friday, Jan. 19 — Winter quarter midterm; deadline for
Pool
7:30 p.m. — Basketball: MSC vs. Macalester — Nemzek submitting applications if graduating Winter Quarter 1973.
Monday, Feb. 12 — Deadline for withdrawing from classes;
Fieldhouse
7:30 p.m. — SUPB Film Special: "BIRTH OF A NATION" — students must receive letter grades after this date.
Monday-Thursday, Feb. 12-16 — Pre-registration for Spring
Weld Auditorium
Quarter 1973.
Monday, Feb. 19 —President's Day, No daytime classes.
Friday-Tuesday, Feb. 23-27 — Final class schedule
(examinations) for Winter Quarter 1973.

official bulletin

The Largest Selection Of

|

Leather Coats
In This Area
Plus Pants By The 1000's

Jtat'i.
WEST ACRES
"The King of Pants"

++ +++

SECOND CLASS LIST: The second class list for the Winter Quarter
1973 will be distributed to departments on Tuesday, Dec. 12.
Students whose names do not appear on this class list should check
with the Office of the Registrar. Faculty members are requested to
report any class list discrepancies.
PASS-NO CREDIT: Monday, Dec. 11, is the final day for
submitting applications to take classes on the Pass-No Credit
option. Forms are available at the Office of Admissions and
Records. Satisfactory completion of a Pass-No Credit course will
result in a grade of "S". Unsatisfactory grades will not be recorded
or computed in grade point averages. Pass-No Credit courses may
not be applied to a major, a minor, or general studies. The Pass-No
Credit option is open only to students who have previously
completed 48 or more credits andno more than 24 credits under this
option may be applied to a degree program.

Wine
Making
In The Pleasure It Gives
The Participants!
"CAPPYS" Off Sole Gives

WANT ADS
FOR SALE:
Philco solid
state component, with AM-FM
tuner and amplifier; Magnovox
stereo tape cossette recorderplayer; seven speakers of all
sizes and types; Magnovox
stereo component turntable;
men's 5-buckle, size 11 ski
boots, Milans, like new;
Magnovox mini
ortable
cassette recordei ^.ayer. Call
236-2651 anytime for
information.

BORROWED BOOKS: Will
anyone who has borrowed books
from Mrs. Stevens in the MSC
Foreign Language Department
please return them to the
department office, no questions
asked. Needed now,
particularly, is "Todos los
Fuegos el Fuego," by Cortzar.

LOST: One pair of men's gold
wire-rimmed glasses. If found,
please contact Jimmie Rivard
at East Snarr Hall, Room 376 or
call 236-3710.

PLAY
BLACKJACK?
Interested in competition? Call
237-0040 for Rai between 8 a.m.
and 8 p.m. and leave name and
phone number.

FOR SALE: Firewood, $20 a
cord. Call 557-8728.

FOR SALE: Queen
FOR SALE: Queen-size
waterbed, complete with clothcovered frame, $60. Call 23627809 or 236-9516.

T-SHIRTS, JACKETS
IMPRINTED
"Better Stamps Since 1885"

<«-aAI Stnmjk TUrdU.

eh 70I21SSM7 — MN 07(1 »t -SoilMO
Oor»o North Dakota 10102

DELUXE
0^- BARBER SHOP
119 So. 8th St.
Moorhead

AutceMDIAMOND
RINGS

You The Finest Selection Of Wines In The

Area. ..

Like AImaden, Paul Masson,
C h r i s t i a n Brothers, Meier's, G a l l a, Boones
Farm a n d C o l d B e a r a t a
s Price.
O u r wines are c h i l l e d f o r y o u r pleasure

VISIT CAPPYS OFF SALE
at

in Fargo17 S.8th

JUST DOWN THE BLOCK FROM JEANS & THINGS IN FARGO

• Registered
•Insured
Choose with confidence

NEUBARTH'S

'The City Hall is Just Across
The Street"

in MOORHEAD
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The best way to deal with the shortness of Minnesota
summers is to ignore it. Three students at Moorhead State
College did just that. Dennis Terhark, Rick Olsen and Chet
Miller decided to leave their boat moored out until iust
before the lakes froze up.
Advocate photographer Tom Tollefson captured the
beauty of an early snow and a morning fog that created a
unique and chilling adventure.

double trouble for Dragons opponents
By Ryan Bakken
For identical twins Jeff and
Joe Horslund, an identity crisis
exists. The identity crisis is
simply that they share the same
identity.
The Horslund brothers are
freshmen members of Bill
Garland's 1972 wrestling
edition. Paradoxically, because
they are alike they are
different, prone to comparison
and contrast.
Jeff spoke for the pair when
he said, "Everyone's always
asking us which one is the better
wrestler because we're twins;
they like tp put us against each
other." Joe added, "We don't
like to wrestle against each
other because we never wrestle
well when we do, that's
probably why we're indifferent
weight classes."
Joe's wrestling weight is 134
pounds and he had just made
S f iV b V ; 1 1 1
weight before the interview. He
Joe Horslund (left) tells aboutthe agonies of dropping weight while
related Tuesday that he had not
twin brother Jeff looks on.
drunk any liquids since
Photos by Dave Benning
Saturday, a three day
abstention. "I sleep very little
Have you tried Breunig's Lager Beer?
the night before I wrestle
COME MEET SOME BEERS
because of the dehydration," he
YOU'VE NEVER TRIED BEFORE
added.
e
Jeff's appearance, in
contrast, doesn't approach the
1612 Main Ave., Moorhead
emaciated form of his brother's.
Sidelined with a shoulder
injury, he is not expected to
wrestle until after Christmas,
thusly he has not had to make
weight. Currently tipping the
Professional Fund Raising Firm approved by YMCA,
scales at 141, Jeff is 15 pounds
DECA & VICAneed reps to contact college groups, churches,
off his wrestling weight.
etc. part time.
"That's the hardest part of
wrestling, cutting weight, but
it's necessary if you're to
excel."
Call Mr. Erickson
"It's really demoralizing
when you think of all the weight
F o r D e t a i l s 236-1942
you have to drop," Jeff added.
When questioned whether
they were identical twins, Jeff
D R . HARLAN G E I G E R
said, "We look a lot more alike
when we're both at our
wrestling weight."
The twins were impressed
Contact Lenses
when recruited by Garland.
515 1st Ave. N. - Ph. 238-1292
"Other schools wanted us but
Mr. Garland seemed more
interested then anyone else,"
DRS. CARLSON & LARSON
Jeff said. "Moorhead State is a
good wrestling school, although
CONTACT LENSES
it's been down the last two
years, and we wanted to go to a
school where we'd face tough
702 C E N T E R A V E . , M O O R H E A D
233-1624
competition."
Joe agreed, "I wanted to
wrestle my freshmen year, but
not just anywhere. We have a
tough schedule here, wrestling
against the likes of Oklahoma
and Iowa State, and you can see
just how good a wrestler you
LARGEST SELECTION OF AMERICAN
are."
AND IMPORTED WINES
Upon understanding their
IN THIS AREA
individualistic personalities, it
is understandable why they are
CHILLED WINES
KEG BEER
not roomates.
It's also understandable they
do not want to be "Jeff and Joe"
but "Jeff"
and "Joe"

COLD KEGS

liquor Store

Have Fun Earn Money
GUYS or GALS
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Nemzek Surplus
Jackets of All Kinds,
Gloves, Stocking Caps,
Field Jacket Liners,
Boots & Shoes
Silk Screening and Flocking on
T-shirts and Sweatshirts

Government Surplus Items
112 5th St. So., Moorhead-Ph. 233-3662

THE
OPTOMETRIST
PROFESSIONALS

OPTOMETRIST

Sinkler Optical Co.
LATEST STYLE
GLASS— FRAMES— SUNGLASSES

236-5048

BROKEN FRAMES REPLACED
LENSES DUPLICATED

Ken's Brookdale Liquors
233-2222

Town And Country Flowers
1301 - 2nd St. So., Moorhead - Dial 233-1323
91C Luncheon Special
Italian and American Foods
Prime Rib of Beef
(Baked in Rock Salt)....$2.50
Cocktails and Imported Wines
Hours: Mon-Fri llam-2pm
Mon.-Sat. 5pm-llpm
503 n. 7th Street

293-0110

Say It With A Flower
PLENTY OF PARKING
FREE DELIVERY

Serving This Community
Since 1947
Eighth Street Professional Center

1022 S . 8

MOORHEAD

Waldorf Liquors
718 MAIN, FARGO

First Package Store Across
The Bridge On Main Ave.

COLD WINES - COLD BEER
VJ GAL. WHISKEY FOR PARTIES

OFF-SALE SPECIALS
GOING ON ALWAYS
OPEN TILL 1 A.M.
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Wold finds new home

By Jeff Tiedeman
idiosyncrasies of the opposition
Kraig Wold has a flair for helped, but you must remember
flamboyance. But the that they know mine also.
Rochester John Marshall Wolds' former teammates
gradute has switched his know him quite well. At one
flamboyance display from the point in the game a Concordia
Concordia College basketball player had a clear cut break on
court to the Moorhead State the basket, when he spotted
'ollege court, brining with him Wold moving over to cut him
is deft behind the-back pass off. Immediately the Cobber
and overall agressive play,
player moved away from the
And no one could be happier basket and slowed down the
han Kraig Wold.
action, possibly remembering
The Dragons 60-59 loss to Wold s ability to block shots,
oncordia last Thursday was, in Dennis Anderson, head coach
• way, a homecoming for Wold
the Dragons, has been very
The 6-3 junior guard spent two P'easfd *"h ,he P'ay of Wold
vears in a Cobber uniform, with thus far th,s season' "Kralg has
many memories, some of them given us l*'° c°nsistenI
oerhaps, unpleasant. Near the P"'°r™nces. the first year
nd of last season Wold was C°^'dquick fouls against
nnTfor «°m
°rd,a
,uad for disciplinary reasons
nd immediately started to look
or another home where he
, , , , ,. 4 , „ ,
ould put his talent to use.
„
,,
, .
"
L pon the advice ot former
^j0Iu coac^ Marv Skaar,
• o chose Moorhead State
e does not regret it.
"Coming to Moorhead State
as been a real break for me,"
Void stated. "I had fallen into a
ut at Concordia. Also a
ersonality conflict with the
oach didn't help," commented
• old.
Asked whether playing with
oncordia for two years aided
is play against the Cobbers,
'old stated, "knowing the

Concordia by Wold may have
brought some to believe that he
B

was

feeling

lhe

tension

of

,
„ • ,
tplaying against uhis former
f J
t
teammates.
Kraig disagreed. "Everyone
asked me if I was hyper for the
Concordia game.
I was
probably as calm as anyone
else."
Anderson agreed with Wold.
"It was part of our game plan to
guard closely and I think Craig
just got caught a couple of
times." Anderson stated.
The Dragons meet Concordia
again Jan. 9 and you can be
sure, if Craig Wold has anything
to say about it, there will be a
different chapter written.

Photos by Steve Webber

Dan Retherford (right) has one of his shots blocked in the DragonCobber game by Rod Dahlberg. Ruffer had a frigid night from the
field, hitting on only 5 of 30 shots.

Dragonettes lose to St. Cloud
By Gayle Cossette
The Moorhead State Women's Verndale), Becky McLeod (srVolleyball team advanced to the Fingal), Kathy Barsness (srquarter finals in the Minnesota Cyrus), Linda Daak (so-Detroit
Women's
Intercollegiate Lakes), Daina Robins (so-St.
Athletic Association (MWLAA) Paul), Linda Hedstrom (frState Tournament last Saturday Coronado, CA), and Candy Moe
at St. Cloud. But a strong St. (fr-Crookston).
Cloud State stopped the MSC hosted the Concordia
Dragonettes there, beating volleyball team
yesterday,
them 15-7 and 15-4; and then They will see their last action of
went on to take second in the the season here against North
tournament.
Dakota State University 6 p.m.
The MSC women had received Tuesday in Alex Nemzek 161.
a bye in the first round of the
+++ +++ + + + +
tournament and entered the All girls interested in
second round fresh to hand a intercollegiate gymnastics
sound 15-4, 15-11 thrashing to should now be in conditioning
Augsburg College, only to lose it Monday-Thursday from 4-6
all in the third round. Eight p.m.
Dragonettes participated in the Tomorrow is the deadline for
elimination consolation signing up women's intramural
tourney. They were: Captain basketball teams. Entries
Gayle Okeson (sr-Ada), co- should bring their ten-man
captain Donna Weber (sr- rosters to Nemzek.

intramurals
tournament, deteating the Da-Kins in the championship game, 2610.

The 40-team tournament served the purpose of drawing up the
teams into leagues, based on the ability of the teams. However,
Dan Purcell, intramural coordinator, had not bracketed the teams
as of press time.
The \ ets disposed of Joe Blow in the semifinals 29-25 while the
Da-Kins handled MSC 31-27.
More playoffs are needed before the final pairing of teams
according to Purcell.
LOOKING AHEAD
Next Wednesday, a one-on-one basketball tournament will be
held at 6 p.m.

Jerry Wigdahl goes up and under Dave Reiten for a basket in the
Dragon-Cobber contest last Thursday.

Also slated Wednesday is a swimming and diving intramural
meet at9:30p.m. featuring nine events. Slated for the meet are the
50 and 100 yard free styles, 50 yard backstroke, 50 yard
breaststroke, 100 yard individual medley, 200 yard medley relay,
200 yard freestyle relay, and diving.
There will be five dives on the one-meter platform, also.

possibilty of hockey future looks doubtful

By Linda Flacksbarth

Wells Twombly, sports writer of the San Francisco
Examiner, once said of hockey:
it is a game almost entirely devoid of mysticism. There
is no great spiritual relationship between contestants, no
loneliness of the long distance runner, no attempt by a
matador to establish mastery over a savage beast. Hockey
is as subtle as a hard right to the mustache. Yet, it is
curiously graceful in a rough, masculine sort of way.
Women are entranced by it. They see their first match and
their emotions rocket off into the ozone. They stand and
shout and swing their fists and say things they'd never dare
repeat in the kitchen the next morning.
To men it is the zenith of mock combat. It is the closest
thing to lawful blood-letting that the civilized world allows.
It makes a white-collared office captive feel virile again.
Subconsciously the young executive sees himself swooping
up and down the ice, acting manly, challenging striped-shirt
authority and exercising his instinctive urge to dominate.
Hockey is largely an unsophisticated sport, despite its
great speed. It is played by the most delightful characters
in the entire Commercial Sweat Industry — small, hardshelled athletes from the frozen Canadian frontier. They
make a luxury-drenched American yearn nostaligically for
his country's simple, straight-forward past, back when
there was no law west of St. Joseph, Mo. They make him
long for an era that is gone with the wind. Perhaps that is
why gringos take to the game with such a furious passion.
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was in charge of the team. money and so that idea is
He commented, "The boys cancelled.
practiced on outdoor rinks
Recently, there has been talk
which they had to construct
themselves and finally they that construction of another
just decided it was too much indoor ice arena will be starting
somewhere in South Fargo.
trouble."
McCloud believes this might
McCloud did feel that if the help. "But," he said, "what
school had the facilities would help the most would be if
available to them, a team would the city of Moorhead would
Hockey, on an interscholastic become more than a remote build an ice arena; that would
be the most concievable
level would seem a logical sport possibility.
for MSC's athletic agenda. When asked about using the a r r a n g e m e n t f o r M S C ' s
Many of the students come from Fargo Colliseum for practice, benefit". It would probably be
small northern Minn, towns McCloud stated; "Ice rental cheaper, and better ice time
where "Hockey is King."
runs between 25 and 30 dollars would be available.
an hour, figure a team practices
But, although the interest is at least an hour and a half a day
With that, one can see that it
here, because of lack of and that brings you to is possible. There would be a lot
facilities and lack of money a approximately 50 dollars for of obstacles in the way, but if a
team is not feasible at this time. every practice."
hockey team was wanted badly
enough and there were enough
Unknown to most students,
That is where the financial interested backers, students
MSC did, at one time, field an
situation plaices its binds on the and local townspeople, perhaps
interscholastic team. Larry .,
_
...
a team could be initiated at
McCloud, chairman of the !de?' The athehc deiwtment MSC in the not too distant
health and phyatd department Just 18 not alloted that tand
future.

The possibility of an
intercollegiate hockey team at
Moorhead State College may
remain merely a remote wish in
the future. Dr. Thomas Smith,
MSC's athletic director,
commented, "Unfortunately,
the student's interest is here
now, but the financial situation
doesn't provide for it."

Who Cares If Young Lutherans
Save Money On Insurance?

WE DO!
CALL GARY SAUVE
Lutheran
uuuit.nj.
Brotherhood
Insurance

293-0073
1621Vs S. Univ. Drive

The Fraternal Insurance For Lutherans

9outofflO
Santa Clauses
wear
Regal Shoes.
M

V

They know what Regal offers.. .great fashion looks at very
affordable prices.
If you're a Santa, gift yourself with a new pair of Regal
shoes this Christmas.
If you're a Ms. Claus, get into the
Regal shoe department at Straus and see what all the Santas
are excited about.
Could be you'll select one of the most liked gifts you ever
gave him. After all 9 out of 10 Santa Clauses wear Regal
Shoes. If you don't believe us, just ask the next 10 Santas
you see.

+ CONCEPT 208
+ WEST ACRES
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(constitution cont.)

committees as the opportunity
presents itself.

In reference to the Student
service staff will be more
involved than formerly in Senate, Dr. Hanson said that in
campus life.
order for it to be an effective
governing
and representative
Under the new constitution
body, its energies must by
any of President Dille's
decisions may be appealed to c h a n n e l l e d a n d t r u e
•he State College Board. There representation of the student
will be more actual involvement body achieved. Since 1968, he
in decision making by all three pointed out, the assumption has
components. Here Dr. Hanson been that there are only a few
students capable of making
stressed the importance of the
decisions affecting all. This is
individual, who must exercise
not true and it should be borne
his right to be heard by more
out by the results of the new
active involvement in the
constitution. The president, Dr.
channels open to him. He must
Hanson added, will pay better
be caught up on all the issues
attention to a truly effective
affecting him, know what the
Senate. This, he says, will
various committees that
create a more effective and
represent him are doing, and by
more representative governing
actively participating in these
body for the students of MSC.
evaluations.
grades have been handed in.
After this, the instructor
Changes in classes and
summarized the results and instructors have resulted from
makes a judgement of the the evaluations, according to
classes and
his teaching. Dr. Hansen. He also stresses
Finally, he and the department that the goal of the evaluations
chairman discuss the results of is the "improvement of
h i s s u m m a r i z a t i o n a n d teaching,"

lost items rotting in CMU
If you have lost anything,
found anything or not yet found
anything that you have lost;
then it is time you checked the
lost and found department of
Comstock Memorial Union.
CMU's lost and found is
located in the Et Cetera Shop,
and items can be claimed

anytime between 8 a.m. and 5
p.m. Items will be returned
after proper identification and
description has been presented.
All persons in the
aforementioned categories are
urged to at least make the effort
to reclaim their possessions.

MPIRG sues U.S. Ag. Dept.
Minnesota Public Interest
Research Group (MPIRG), has
filed suit in United States
District Court against Earl
Butz, Secretary of Agriculture;

rural development cont.
during the confernce will be
identification of action
priorities in rural development
for Minnesota, discussion of
specific rural development
problems in the state,
identification of the public and
private sector role in rural
development and an
explanation and analysis of the
act.

TEAIN/I. Presents a special

John McGuire, Chief, United
State Forest Service; Jay
Cravens, Regional Forester;
and Harold Anderson,
Supervisor, Superior National
Forest. The suit seeks to
temporarily suspend timber
cutting in the Boundary Water
Canoe Area (BWCA) until the
U.S. Forest Service has
completed the environmental
impact statement now being
prepared.
In prepared remarks, David
Clark, member of the Board of
Directors of MPIRG, said, "The
Boundary Waters Canoe Area
contains over 1,000,000 acres,
500,000 of which are beautiful
virgin wilderness

* ;•

VM AUTOMATIC CHANGER WITH BASE
AND CARTRIDGE
Model 1589-2
Includes a 4-speed. full-size changer, base, attractive
dust cover and stereo ceramic cartridge.
List Price: $39.95

Model 1020
Combining economy with performance, this set offers slide
rule tuning and separate bass, treble, volume and balance
controls. Enclosed in walnut grain vinyl cabinetry, the
system can be expanded by adding phonograph on tape
<L.ck

TFAMPn,:.

*29.95

then add to It at everyday low prices

*59.88

TEAM Price

Take some sound along wherever you sol

Model R-70

Model TRC-212
An all purpose clock radio featuring auto radio/alarm turn-on,
auto shut-off (up to 90 minutes), illuminated clock/radio dials,
AFC on-off switch, a built-in Ferrite antenna and an earphone
jack for private listening.
_
, „.
„„ „„
Regular Price: $38.88

Have a bail with this uniquely styled,
solid state portable. Roll disc controls
and external speaker jack. 5 color
choices: red, white, blue, green, yellow.
Includes 9V battery, detachable carry
ing chain, earphone, stick-on decal sheets
and gift box.
List.Price: $13.95

TEAM Holiday Price

SAVE $14.00

•24.88

TEAM Price

John Kingrey (sr-Rochester),
announced his resignation as
Student Senate Vice President
at the Senate meeting Monday,
Dec. 4.
Kingrey will be taking a
student internship at the
Constance Bultman-Wilson
Center, Fairbault, Minn.,
during winter quarter.
An appeal to the Senate to
help in recruiting new students
was made by Dr. Clarence
Glasrud, chairman of the
Faculty Senate.
Dr. Glasrud told the senators
that because of the alarming
decline in enrollment at
Moorhead State College, the
faculty has organized a Dollars
for Scholars scholarship drive.
The faculty hopes to privide 350
students
with
new
scholarships in order to
improve the college and arrest
and reverse the decline in
enrollment. The scholarships
will be awarded to students who
show scholastic ability and an
interest in attending MSC.

When questioned about the
progress of faculty evaluations,
Dr. Glasrud replied that each
department should have
conducted a student-faculty
evaluation by the middle of
winter quarter. He also stated
that students should ask
questions about each
department to encourage
improvement and that they
should especially consult with
the deans.
President David Strauss
reported that MSC students
may have possible grounds for a
lawsuit against Everett Lacy,
Moorhead City Clerk.
The
grounds would concern the fact
that fall voter registration was
made difficult and inconvenient
for college students.

PANASONIC BALL 'N CHAIN
PORTABLE
TEAM AM/FM DIGITAL CLOCK RADIO

discussed at
Senate meeting

Faculty members are being
asked to contribute $100 to the
drive and area business leaders
will also be asked for donations.
Dr. Glasrud asked for help from
the s enators and student body
in encouraging high school
students to come to MSC, andin
encouraging interest in the
college in their home towns. He
said such efforts by the students
could greatly help the drive.

Start your gilt system tor only '59.88...

PRECOR AM/FM STEREO SYSTEM WITH
MATCHING SPEAKERS

several topics

•18.88

off TEAM'S everyday low prices.

PANASONIC "TOOT-A-LOOP"
BRACELET AM PORTABLE

In the treasurer's report,
Paul Ottinger stated that the
Student Senate budget is in a
very tight situation. He pointed
out that strict control must be
exercised or the Senate may be
forced to appear before the
Budget Committee.

Model R-72
Wild and unique! Wear it and hear itgive a twist and it sits on your table or
desk. Available in white, red, blueand
yellow. Includes 9V battery, earphone,
stick-on decal sheet and gift box.

SANYO AM/FM/FM STEREO WITH BUILT-IN
CHANGER
Model GXT-4300
A finely styled system with 6'/j in. full range speakers. Matching
walnut enclosures with beautifully sculptured grilles. Push-button
on-off control, black-out dial and easy-to-operate tone and balance
controls. Four speed changer, with tinted dust cover, has ceramic
cartridge and diamond stylus.
Lj$t Prjce; $11g g5
TEAM Price

'88.85

List Price: $15.95

TEAIV®
ELECTRONICS

TEAM Price

•12.88

Don't larael la ask ahoal aar CferMms fill cartmcMe Mail

115 South 8th Street, Moorhead, Minn. • West Acres

class presented
The New Center production
class will be presenting a
"Happening" on Dec. 13 and 14,
at 7:30 p.m. in Murray
Commons. A "Happening" is a
mixed-media theatrical event,
intended to induce the guests (a
more appropriate description
than "audience") to view
ordinary experience — events
from different perspectives. A
25 cent contribution is requested
to defray costs.

